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ACTION ALERT

DID JEFF SESSIONS
Sell Out The President?
11/09/18 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

Did Jeff Sessions sell out The President?
Facebook post by William Heuisler
Apparent scofflaw-Attorney
General (AG) Jeff Sessions
has finally resigned from
office.
Many fawning pundits and
politicians have called the
former Senator a “fine
man”, but AG Sessions evidently betrayed a good
friend who appointed him
to a position of great trust.
(chicagotribune.com…)
First of all, brand new AG
Sessions ignored pleas from Congress to reopen investigation of the massive
Hillary Clinton misuse and destruction of thousands of classified emails and
equipment already under subpoena.
Second, AG Sessions wouldn’t investigate Hillary Clinton’s buying Russian
disinformation and feeding it to the FBI to damage political opponent, Donald Trump.
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Third, Sessions ignored email admissions and public testimony that top FBI
officials abused positions of power by launching an illegal investigation of
Trump-Russia “collusion” without any probable cause.
Fourth, Sessions did not order a grand jury examination of fired FBI Directors Comey and McCabe, or fired FBI officers Peter Strzok, Lisa Page and
Bruce Ohr of the Justice Department when it was learned these officials at
FBI and Justice withheld information and deceived FISA judges for a warrant
to wiretap the Trump campaign. In fact AG Sessions actually obstructed Congressional subpoenas that would have uncovered the FISA falsification and
the FBI wrongdoing.
Fifth, Sessions maneuvered events so a Special Counsel could investigate
charges the Trump campaign and Russia had worked together – but only after Sessions had wrongfully disqualified himself from involvement in the investigation by citing completely wrong federal regulations - Sessions certainly knew recusal only pertained to criminal, not counterintelligence.
Finally, in testimony before Congress, Sessions admitted he had deliberately
set his recusal in motion on his first day in office as AG. He had never advised President Trump of his intentions, betraying the president’s trust and
poisoning their relationship from the outset.
Without Sessions’ recusal a special counsel would not have been appointed
by his replacement,AG Rosenstein, who then appointed Robert Mueller to
preside over counter-intelligence, Trump-collusion questions. Veteran Attorney, AG Rosenstein must have known a crime must be named in an order appointing a special counsel. No crime was ever alleged or specified.
AG Jeff Sessions’ recusal in a non-criminal, wholly political matter was obviously illegitimate. Replacement Rosenstein’s appointment of Special Counsel
Mueller was also illegitimate. Deputy Rosenstein’s appointment of a Special
Counsel to investigate Trump Russian Collusion was a conflict of Interest
and also obviously illegitimate because Deputy AG Rosenstein was a participant in, and signer of at least 2 FISA warrants for an electronic search of the
Trump Campaign for that very same investigation of Russian Collusion intelligence.
All this apparently fulfilled a scheme of ex-FBI Director Comey (ex-FBI Director Mueller’s long-time close friend and ally).
What could James Comey possibly have on Jeff Sessions?
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